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T

he field identification of the small, unstreaked Acrocephalus warblers
of the Western Palearctic has been a long-standing problem. Although
separation in the hand is usually (but not always) possible, field
identification is hampered by a general lack of plumage characteristics
unique to one species, considerable individual, racial, seasonal and age
variations, and the existence of hvbrids between at least two pairs of
SDecies.
continued...
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161. Blyth'sReed Warbler Acrocephalus dumetorum (left) and Marsh Warbler A. palustris (right),
Denmark, May 1983 (P. Lyngs)

Blyth's Reed Warbler A. dumetorum is among the most enigmatic of birds
on the British and Irish list. It breeds as close as Finland, and is expanding
its range in eastern Europe. It is so common in the USSR that it is one of the
most numerous warblers wintering in the Indian subcontinent. Although
the most westerly population migrates southeastwards, there are several
sympatric species which occur more regularly in Britain and the westerly
drift of much more easterly breeding species is now convincingly established. Up to the end of 1982, there were only 11 or 12 accepted records of
Blyth's Reed for Britain and Ireland—Shetland in 1910, seven or eight in
1912, one in 1928, one (on Cape Clear Island, Co. Cork) in 1969 and one (in
Yorkshire) in 1975—and we respectfully suggest that re-examination of
some of these is now warranted. Several others have been claimed in recent
years, but the descriptions have not been conclusive. Does this species
occur more frequently in Britain, and, if so, how can this be confirmed? We
make no claims to having solved all the riddles; and we make no apology for
placing our heads on the ornithological chopping block in order to take this
long-standing identification problem a little closer to elucidation.
Previous accounts
The descriptions given in Hollom (1980) and Williamson (1976), although
accurate so far as they go, are not sufficient to enable field identification.
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162. BIyth's Reed Warbler Acrocephalus dumetorum, Iran, May 1977 (R. F. Porter)

More detailed descriptions by Sharrock (1971) and Wallace (1980b) give
the impression of a much more distinctive bird than we are, in fact, dealing
with. In the 1970s, the problem was further obscured by a widespread
misapprehension that the main confusion species was Paddyfield Warbler
A. agricola. Subsequent correspondence has dissolved this obscurity (e.g.
Bell 1979; Meek & Little 1979; Sharrock 1979; Britton et at. 'l980).
Recently, some tentative differences from Marsh Warbler A. palustris have
been described (Grant 1980), and the very real problem of the eastern
subspecies of Reed Warbler A. scirpaceus fuscus has been highlighted in print
(Pearson 1981), but there is still no detailed analysis of the field identification problems in the British
literature. This paper is based
on our extended field experience of BIyth's Reed Warbler,
and the likely confusion species,
in Europe, India, southwest
Asia and East Africa. This is
supplemented by reference to
skin collections in Britain
(British Museum of Natural
History) and India (Bombay
Natural History Society), and a
large volume of field notes from
observers in Britain, the USSR,

1 6 3 . First-winter BIyth's Reed Warbler
Acrocephalus dumetorum, Finland, August
1980 (Antero Topp)
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166. Reed Warbler Acrocephalus scirpaceus of western race scirpaceus at nest (M. D. England)
167. Reed Warbler Acrocephalus scirpaceus oieastern raccjuscus, Israel, March 1976 (R. F. Porter)
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Finland, Iran, India, Nepal, Sri Lanka and Kenya. The names of those who
have kindly supplied their notes and comments over the past five years are
listed in the acknowledgments. Special mention must be made of Dr D.J.
Pearson, whose long experience of Marsh and eastern Reed Warblers, in
the field and in the hand, has been invaluable.
Confusion species
There are three small, unstreaked migratory Acrocephalus warblers on the
West Palearctic list, apart from Blyth's Reed. These are Marsh, Reed and
Paddyfield Warblers. To them must be added the paler eastern race of the
Reed Warbler which could well occur in Britain and needs to be considered
fully in the separation of the four species. A fifth species, Cape Verde Cane
Warbler A. brevipennis is non-migratory. Two Eastern Palearctic species,
Black-browed Reed Warbler (Schrenck's Sedge Warbler) A. bistrigiceps and
Blunt-winged Warbler (Swinhoe's Reed Warbler) A. continent, could just
conceivably occur in the Western Palearctic. In addition, Hippolais
warblers, particularly Olivaceous H. pallida and Upcher's H. languida, need
to be excluded.
Hippolais warblers differ from all Acrocephalus warblers, and therefore
from Blyth's Reed, in having shorter undertail-coverts, more square or
slightly rounded tail-ends, and generally deeper-based, paler bills, with no
(or a barely noticeable) dark line linking eye to bill, thus producing a
pale-faced appearance. Their identification was covered by Williamson
(1976) and Wallace (1980a). Olivaceous Warblers can appear very similar
to Acrocephalus warblers, particularly in profile and habits. They have,
however, predominantly paler, more greyish upperparts, with no trace of
rufous, and, in addition to usually showing white or whitish on the outer
webs and tips of their outer tail feathers, they also usually show rather
indistinct pale fringes to their tertials and secondaries and have a quite
different call. These features should separate them from most Acrocephalus
warblers, provided adequate views are obtained.
Separating Upcher's Warbler should cause few problems. In addition to
the generic characters mentioned above, the contrasting dark tail (with
whitish webs to outer feathers) and pale wing panel (especially in fresh
plumage) should always identify it. Tail movements can also assist in
identification. Blyth's Reed often fans, cocks and flicks its tail; Olivaceous
makes rather unobtrusive upward and downward flicks; while Upcher's
waves its tail loosely and repeatedly up and down and in a circular
movement from side to side.
The Paddyfield Warbler is now known to be less of a problem. Its rather
short bill and long pale supercilium, often broadening behind the eye, and
bordered above by a dark lateral crown stripe, are sometimes reminiscent of
a Sedge Warbler A. schoenobdenus, and give a quite different appearance to
the head. In addition, the relatively long tail and very short wings, with
primary projection only one-third the length of the exposed tertials, are
clearly visible in the field and are confirmed by measurements. Paddyfield
is always more rufous or sandy brown. Its identification has now heen well
documented (e.g. Flumm & Lord 1978; Bell 1979; Meek & Little 1979).
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168. Marsh Warbler Acrocephalus palustris at nest, Gloucestershire, June 1951 (Eric Hosking)

Black-browed Reed Warbler and Blunt-winged Warbler also have wellmarked head patterns, and their separation from Blyth's Reed is not
difficult. Black-browed has an off-white supercilium and strikingly
contrasting black eye-stripe and lateral crown stripe. Its upperparts are
pale greyish brown, with slightly paler, more buffish olive rump. Thus, it
has, essentially, a 'Sedge Warbler head' on a 'Reed Warbler body'. Bluntwinged Warbler may be conspecific with Paddyfield. It is certainly very
similar, with a rufous rump and prominent supercilium, though it may
a p p e a r darker olive-brown above. It is not known whether it is separable
from Paddyfield in the field, but this should not concern any but the most
wildly optimistic observers in Western Europe, since it is a short-distance
migrant in the Far East. Notwithstanding, there is still clearly a need for
more research into the field characters of the 'Paddyfield group' (see
F l u m m & Lord 1978).
Identification
We are left with two principal confusion species: Marsh and the western
a n d eastern races of Reed. T h e separation of these three from Blyth's Reed
is dealt with here. Only the western race of Reed is common in Britain, and
familiar to most observers: its separation from Marsh has been the subject
of much discussion (e.g. Atkin et al. 1965; Wallace 1978; Dowsett &
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Dowsett-Lemaire 1979; Grant 1980; Pearson 1981), but has still not been
convincingly established in our view, partly because the field identification
of its eastern race has not been fully considered.
Structure

Sharrock et al. (1970) and Wallace (1980b) have emphasised the longtailed, short-winged, long-billed appearance of Blyth's Reed as structurally
quite distinct from Marsh and Reed Warblers. Measurements do not
support this. Table 1 shows that there is overlap in bill-length, wing-length,
and tail-length. In addition to these standard measurements, we have
measured bill-length from feathers, skull-lengths, primary projections,
distance from wing-tip to tail-tip, and tail-projections from undertailcoverts and from uppertail-coverts (tables 2 and 3). In almost all cases,
there is enough overlap to limit the value of these structural features in field
identification. There is, however, a leniency, and it is not more than that, for
Blyth's Reed to appear structurally different from the other three, by a
combination of factors.
HEAD

Blyth's Reed and Reed have, on average, longer bills than has Marsh. D.J.
Pearson (in litt.) has found that Marsh Warblers have marginally wider
bills than do Reed Warblers. Blyth's Reed Warbler also appears to have a
broad-based bill, which tapers more sharply to a finer tip. Marsh tends to
have a more rounded crown than do the others, although head shapes vary
with mood, posture and climate. Reed and Blyth's Reed usually show a
long, low forehead, and a low, angular crown shape. On
Blyth's Reed, the combination of low forehead and angular crown help to
create a long-billed impression, especially when the crown feathers are
raised, as they are during singing (see also Posture, below).
WINGS

Blyth's Reed has, on average, the shortest wings and, more strikingly, the
shortest primary projection. Marsh tends to have the longest wings (table
1), and shares with Reed a primary projection which is at least half the
length of the exposed tertials. Blyth's Reed has a primary projection which
is only one-third to half of the exposed tertials. It is this, rather than wing
length, which creates the short, rounded wing impression, but it is not
always immediately obvious in the field. Svensson (1976) indicated that,
while Marsh and Reed Warblers will show eight clear primary tips on the
closed wing, Blyth's Reed will show only six, with one or two further tips (if
showing at all) closely bunched at the wingtip. After a good deal of practice,
and with excellent views through a mounted telescope, it should be possible
to see this detail in the field. Great caution must, however, be exercised,
and, in particular, the effects of any abrasion, missing or misplaced
primaries, or odd posture must be considered. In addition, the
emarginations on the primaries of Blyth's Reed are level with the tertial
tips, whereas those on Marsh and the two subspecies of Reed fall below the
level of the tertial tips. This might be visible in excellent field views, and
gives a subtly different shape to the wing.
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Table 1. Measurements (in nun) of wing-length, tail-length and bill-length of four
Acrocephalus warblers
Sources: H = W. G. Harvey; P = R. F. Porter; S = Svensson (1976); \V = Williamson (1976)
Source

n

WING-LENGTH

TAIL-LENGTH

Range

Range

Mean

67
21

45-64
45-59

54.4
53.3

—

—

—

Mean

Paddyfield A. agricola
\V
66
51-63
57.2
H
_
—
—
S
51
53-61
—
Blyth's Reed A. dumetorum
' S
79
58-65
—
\V
117
56-66
61.2
H
—
—
—
P
—
—
—
Marsh A. palustris
W
51
60-73
66.9
p
_
_
—
S
118
65-73.5
—
Reed A. scirpaceus
\V
117
58-71
64.8
P
—
—
—
S
156
59-69
—.
Eastern Reed A. s.juscus
\V
?
59-71
__
P
?
—
—

—

BILL (FROM SKULL)

116
57
15

—

_

45-58
48-58
52-55

51.9
53.6
54.1

49
5

45-49
55

52.3
55

—

—

—

117
5

45-59
54-56

52.3
55.6

—.

—

—

48-58
55-57

—

•>
5

Range

Mean

34
21
43

13.5-16.0
13.0-15.0
13.0-15.5

14.7
14.00

60
43
63
5

15.3-17.5
14.5-18.5
16.0-19.0
16.0-17.0

47
5
34

13.5-18.5
15.0-18.0
14.3-17.2

16.0
16.5

73
5
75

14.5-18.5
16.0-17.5
15.0-18.5

16.7
16.9

2

15.0-18.0
17.5-18.0

4

55

__
—

16.7
17.0
16.6

__

—
—

17.6

Table 2. Bill-length and skull-length measurements (in nun) of four Acrocephalus
warblers
Sources: H = \V.G. Harvey; P = R . F. Porter; Pe = D.J. Pearson (iH/i«.);S = Svensson (1976)
BILL (FROM FEATHERS)

Source
Paddyneld A. agricola
\V

s

Blyth's Reed A. dumetorum
H
P
S
Marsh A. palustris
S
P
Pe
Reed A. scirpaceus
P
S
Eastern Reed A. s.juscus
P
Pe

n

Range

Mean

21
43

8-10
9.5-12.8

63
5
60

10-13
11-13
11.5-15

34
5
7

11.1-14
11-12
9-11

5
75

11-12
12.1-16.5

4

12-13.5
10-12.5

?

SKULL LENGTH

n

Range

Mean

9.2

21

17-18

17,6

—

_

—

—

11.5
12

63
5

16-19
17-18.5

17.5
17.5

—

—

—

—

—

—
5

18-19

18.7

—

—

—

—

11.8

5

16-19

17.2

—

—

—

—

12.9

4

17.5-18

17.9

—

—

—

—

11.6

—

—
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Table 3. Wing- and tail-proportion measurements (in mm) of four Acmcephalm warblers
Sources: H = W. G. Harvey; P = R. F. Porter
TAIL PROJECTION

Source

n

TAIL PROJECTION

PRIMARY

BEYOND

BEYOND

PROJECTION

UPPERTAIL-COVERTS

UNDERTAIL-COVERTS

Range Mean

Paddvfield A. asrkola
H'
21
8-13 11.2
Blvth's Reed A dumetomm
H
60
11-16 13.6
P
5 12.5-14 13.4
Marsh A. paluslris
P
21
14-19 17.5

n

Range Mean

WING TIP TO
TAIL TIP

n

Range Mean

n

Range Mean

—

—

—

21

18-28

21.5

21

25-45

34.1

—
15

—
21-28

—
24.2

58
15

14-21
13-18

16.9
15.7

56
15

25-41
22-39

33.2
32.1

15

20-30

24

14

11-18.5

13.9

15

22-35.5 29.2

Reed A. scirpaceus

P
11
17-20
18
Eastern Reed A. s.fuscus
P
13
13-18 16.2

5

21.5-25 22.5

5

11-15

14

5

30-34

32.8

5

21.5-24 23.3

5

12-16

14.4

5

26-34

31.3

TAIL

The tail of Blyth's Reed is comparable in length with those of Marsh and
Reed. It may, however, appear to be longer because of the way that it is
held, because of the relatively short primary projection, and because of the
lack of colour contrast between it and the uppertail-coverts. Marsh
Warblers may appear to be shorter tailed than do Reed or Blyth's Reed, but
this is probably also an optical illusion created by the former's longer wings.
The undertail-coverts of Blyth's Reed tend to be shorter than those of Reed,
often extending only halfway towards the tail tip. This may contribute to
the long-tailed illusion. Marsh and Reed usually have undertail-coverts
which extend at least three-quarters of the way to the tail tip. Undertailcoverts are much prone to wear, and tail posture can alter their appearance.
We do not consider that their apparent length is anything other than useful
contributory evidence towards identification. Blyth's Reed and Reed have
similar graduated tail shapes, but some Marsh can appear to have squarer
tail ends. Having handled thousands of Reed and Marsh, however, D. J.
Pearson (in litt.) does not believe that this is a consistent feature.
FEET

Reed Warblers tend to have longer toes and claws than do Marsh and
Blyth's Reed. While this cannot always be proved by measurement (see
Svensson 1976), it can be a useful supplementary field character in perfect
views.
SIZE

There are no consistent differences in general size, although Blyth's Reed
can appear smaller bodied because of the postures it adopts. Marsh tends to
look the heaviest, and may appear pot-bellied, probably because of its
stance and its long wings.
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Posture
T h e posture of many birds contributes more than does any physical reality
to their apparent structure. Blyth's Reed Warbler has a number of
distinctive, regularly exhibited postures which tend to make it look different
from Reed and Marsh. These postures may not always be shown, for
instance by single vagrants in unusual habitats, but they are frequent
enough to warrant recording as potentially useful aids to identification, if
not conclusive evidence. Blyth's Reed Warbler frequently cocks, flicks and
fans its tail, drawing attention to itself by these actions, which give the tail
an optical predominance not justified by measurements. T h e effect is to
make the undertail-coverts look short, and the tail broad and obvious. It
will d o this while feeding in tree canopies, in the shrub layer or on the
ground. It will also, particularly when several are feeding close together,
adopt what we call the 'banana posture': the neck is extended and the head
and bill are inflected upwards, creating, in combination with the cocked
tail, a smooth, shallow curve. This posture makes the head look small and
flat, and the bill long and powerful. Both these impressions are probably
enhanced in tropical climates, when feathers tend to be flattened to
minimise the effects of high external temperatures. At other times, the bill
may appear long because the crown is raised, and there is a steep, concave
line from crown to bill tip, which enhances the tapering shape.
Blyth's Reed Warbler usually perches and moves horizontally, with its
head (and thus its bill) inclined slightly upwards and its tail usually held
above its body line. Marsh often perches upright, and moves with its tail
depressed. Reed usually holds both head and tail at the horizontal or
slightly depressed. We have never seen Blyth's Reed climbing up and down
reed stems; it is almost always moving through trees and bushes, or
hopping, with a horizontal carriage and uptilted head and tail, along the
ground. Even when roosting in bamboo clumps (a favourite place), it flies
straight into the thickest foliage and remains there.
In flight, the wings of Blyth's Reed appear distinctly rounded, and the
tail is usually fanned. It most closely resembles a miniature Clamorous
Reed Warbler A. stentoreus, or even a Cetti's Warbler Cettia cetti. It does not
have a particularly whirring flight, and does not have the strikingly longtailed and short-winged appearance of Paddyfield Warbler.
Plumage
Plain plumages are notoriously difficult to describe, since their subtle
coloration is much affected by wear, light, environment and the observer's
concept of colour. Blyth's Reed, Marsh, Reed and eastern Reed Warblers
all have rather plain plumages, with few distinctive markings. In general,
Blyth's is the plainest, tending to look slightly paler and duller than Reed
a n d M a r s h in fresh plumage. There are slight differences between the
first-winter and adult plumages, and, at least in Marsh and both races of
Reed, considerable individual variations. There are, however, subtle plumage characteristics of Blyth's Reed Warbler which make most individuals
look distinct from most Reed and Marsh. Taken with the other specific
characteristics, they enable field identification to be made in most cases.
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169. Marsh Warbler Acrocephalnspalustris, Netherlands, May 1975 (P. Mumterman)
UPPERPARTS

Blyth's Reed is a uniform, cold, earthy olive-grey-brown above. The head,
upperparts and rump are concolorous, and the tail and wings only slightly
darker. Adults in spring can have a slight greenish wash (i.e. the olive is
enhanced), but this is never so striking as on Marsh Warblers, and may be
no more than the reflection of light through green foliage. Very rarely, there
is a slight rufous wash on summer adults and winter individuals; this is
more apparent on juvenile and first-winter individuals in or near their
breeding quarters. First-winters, however, are never so bright nor so rufous
as are Reed and Marsh Warblers of the same age, and never show the
contrasting rusty rump which all western Reed, most eastern Reed, and
some first-winter Marsh show. In first-winter plumage, Reed is the
warmest brown, with the most contrasting rusty rump (although the
eastern race is usually duller olivaceous brown, with the warm brown
confined to the rump and uppertail-coverts), and is greyer on crown and
nape. Marsh is usually greenish-tinged, olivaceous brown, with only about
20% (according to Pearson 1981) showing a warm rusty rump similar to
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Reed. First-winter Blyth's Reed is a cold, grey-olive-brown, with a faint
rufous wash, but no contrasting rump colour. D.J. Pearson (in litt.) has
found a small percentage of eastern Reed and Marsh to have a distinctly
greyish wash, with no warmth or contrast (very similar to Olivaceous
Warblers in colour). Blyth's Reed Warblers rarely, if ever, show pale or
whitish tips to their tail feathers. Marsh Warblers can, however, show
indistinct pale (stone-white) tips to their outer tail feathers. This could lead
to confusion with Olivaceous Warbler, which shows a whitish fringe to the
outer webs and tips of one or two outer tail feathers (though this may be
absent, due to abrasion, on adults in late summer). Thus, the appearance of
tail feather fringes must be used with caution.
WING MARKINGS

Although some juvenile and first-winter Blyth's Reed may show pale rufous
edgings to their tertials and secondaries, these are not striking field marks.
Most individuals, and all adults, show no contrast in the field, the wings
appearing concolorous earthy grey-brown, slightly darker than the
upperparts, without darker alula or paler fringes to tertials, secondaries or
primary tips. Marsh shows usually obvious pale fringes on its tertials,
secondaries and primary tips, and a distinctly whitish-edged dark alula.
The centres to these feathers are dark for most of the year, and the edgings
similar in tone to, or even paler than, the upperparts. They are much less
obvious, however, on the worn wings of autumn adults. First-winter Reed
also shows paler fringes and darker alula, but this is rather less obvious on
adults. The plain, unmarked wing of Blyth's Reed is, in our view, one of the
most useful and consistent identification features.
HEAD

The crown and nape of Blyth's Reed is concolorous with its upperparts.
The ear-coverts may appear slightly darker than the crown. There is a
suffused dusky eye-stripe, usually starting from the bill and passing
through, and just beyond, the eye. It is most consistent behind the eye, and
can be surprisingly obvious there. The supercilium is short, but distinct,
and there is a partial white eye-ring. The supercilium is dirty white, bulges
slightly before the eye, and fades away just behind the eye. Sometimes, it
may stop at the eye, but the bulge before is always present. The supercilium
and the eye-ring are usually more clearly marked than on most Reed
Warblers. Both Marsh and eastern Reed show a partial eye-ring and
supercilium similar to Blyth's Reed, and D . J . Pearson (in litt.) does not
believe they can be separated in the field on this feature. Marsh has a
tendency towards mottling on the ear-coverts, creating a more interesting
'face' pattern, and eastern Reed often has a greyish wash on crown and
nape. Reed has the darkest crown of all, which contrasts with the nape, the
ear-coverts and the throat.
UNDERPARTS

Blyth's Reed shows uniform whitish underparts, with a greyish buff
suffusion on the breast-sides and flanks which can sometimes give the
impression of a partial breast-band. There is, however, never a striking
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contrast between the throat and the breast. T h e undertail-coverts are
whitish, like the belly, and, again, there is no contrast. There is no
suggestion of warmth on the underparts. Marsh shows the most yellowish
buff, often extending from the upper breast to the undertail-coverts in a
light wash; its throat is contrasting creamy white. Eastern Reed is variable,
but often similar to Blyth's Reed below, except that the suffusion is a much
warmer buff. Western Reed is warm, slightly rusty buff on its flanks, belly
and breast, with a white throat, the latter usually contrasting noticeably
with the breast suffusion and the crown, which is darker than the
upperparts. T h e undertail-coverts of Reed look whitish, with a faint
suffusion of buff, but are usually distinctly paler than the sides of the belly
a n d flanks.
Bare-parts
Blyth's Reed has a dark grey bill, with a pale flesh-coloured area usually
confined to the proximal half of the lower mandible. T h e dark colour of the
bill contributes, together with the contrasting supercilium, the dusky eyestripe, the tapering bill shape and the common head posture (upward
inclination and long flat forehead), to its striking character. Marsh Warbler
usually has a pale bill, with horn-coloured upper mandible and fleshy pink
to orange-yellow lower mandible and cutting edges. Reed Warbler usually
has the upper mandible dark grey-horn, but the lower mandible is usually
flesh-coloured. D . J . Pearson (in lift.) has found no consistent difference in
bill colour between Marsh and the eastern race of Reed, although the latter
tends to be darker above. We do not agree with Cantelo (1984) that mouth
colour is of value in the identification of Acrocephalus warblers, as there is
considerable overlap between species. While Blyth's Reed has an orangeyellow mouth and Reed's tends to be more orange, that of Marsh can vary
170. Marsh Warbler Acrocephalus palustris, Sweden, May 1982 (Stellan Hedgren)
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171. Olivaceous Warbler Hippolais pallida of Egyptian race pallida, Egypt, May 1951 (Studio
Jaylan)

from yellow to orange. Furthermore, in the case of Marsh, the inner edge of
the gape can, irrespective of mouth colour, vary from yellow to orange.
Blyth's Reed usually has plain grey (even bluish-grey) tarsi, feet and
claws. Some first-winter individuals have a fleshy brown tone, but we have
found none with that colour among several thousand in India between
October and April. Reed usually has dark greenish-washed grey or brown
tarsi, feet and claws; although some Marsh Warblers may share this colour,
most have paler tarsi, feet and claws, ranging from pinkish brown to pale
straw. T h e r e is obviously considerable overlap, and bare-part coloration
can never be a reliable guide in field identification of these species. T h e
differences between Blyth's and most Marsh, however, can be useful
supplementary evidence.
Habitats
W h e n dealing with migrants, particularly vagrants, loyalty to habitats is of
very limited use in field identification. It is worth recording, however, that
Blyth's Reed Warblers frequently feed in the canopies of trees in their
winter quarters, often sharing the same habitat with wintering Phylloscopus
warblers. They will also feed in low shrubs and bushes, but we have never
seen them in reeds or grass, except when roosting high in bamboo clumps.
Not infrequently, they feed on the ground, recalling Bluethroats Luscinia
svecica, but they are rarely found far from the cover of shrubs. Their breeding
habitat is usually dry, bushy field- and forest-edges, and gardens, with
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dense undergrowth. For Finland, Koskimies (1980) listed raspberry Rubus
idaeus, common nettle Urtica dioica, rosebay willow herb Epilobium
angustifolium, meadowsweet Filipendula ulmaria and ground-elder Aegopodium
podagraria as the most frequent undergrowth species. This habitat is
sometimes shared with Marsh Warblers, although the latter prefer wetter
ground. Neither in their breeding nor in their wintering quarters do Blyth's
Reed Warblers show a particular association with wetland habitats.
Voice
C o m p a r e d with that of Marsh Warbler, the song ofBlyth's Reed Warbler is
slower, with well-spaced phrases. In some ways, it can be likened to that of
a musical, non-repetitive Olivaceous Warbler. Blyth's Reed is a good
mimic. T h e song, described in detail by Hollom (1980), should be sufficient
to identify the species. T o our ears, the normal contact or feeding call is also
distinctive. It is a soft, but penetrating 'thik', with a distinct fricative at the
beginning. It is similar in tone to the note of Lesser Whitethroat Sylvia
curruca, but that species lacks the initial fricative. It is uttered very
frequently in winter quarters and, even in places where Lesser Whitethroats are common, we have found it to be a reliable identification feature.
Blyth's Reed is among the most vocal of warblers, even when alone, and it
seems likely that a vagrant would call. Reed does not have a similar call, its
normal contact call being a harsh, slurred 'tchar'. Marsh has a characteristic hard 'tek', which is not unlike that of Olivaceous, and separated
from the call ofBlyth's Reed by its sharper, louder quality. Blyth's Reed also
has a harsh, churring alarm call, which is much less frequently uttered and is
very similar to the alarm calls made by several other warblers, including
Marsh and Reed. This would seem to be of no identification value.
172. First-winter Olivaceous Warbler Hippolais pallida of eastern race elaeica, Crete, August
1974 (P. D. Round)
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Hybrids
It is now known that hybrids occur between some of these species. Lemaire
(1977) has recorded hybrids between Reed and Marsh Warblers in
Belgium, and there is presumably a reasonable chance of some of them
occurring in Britain in the autumn. Koskimies (1980) has recorded hybrids
between Marsh and Blyth's Reed in Finland, and, again, some of these
could reach Britain. Unfortunately, detailed descriptions of the juveniles of
these mixed pairs are not available; we hope that this paper will prompt
their publication. Koskimies (1980) described the young of two hybridisations as being similar to Blyth's Reed, and of a third as being similar to
Marsh. Hybridisation is perhaps not infrequent, and some of the
unidentified unstreaked Acrocephalus warblers reported in Britain in recent
years may refer to its products. If only for this reason, the field observer
anxious to name an unknown Acrocephalus must be prepared to accept that
this may not be possible: some individuals will always escape firm identification, even when they are trapped.

Conclusions
There is no one feature that will clinch the identification of Blyth's Reed
Warbler Acrocephalus dumetorum in the field, a combination of many or most
of the following being essential:
1. Concolorous wings, with no contrasting palefringes or dark alula.
2. Uniform, cold olive-grey-brown upperparts, with no rump contrast.
3. Rounded wings, with short primary projection.
4. Short but distinct supercilium, which bulges in front of the eye, and short, dusky
eye-stripe.
5. Mainly dark, tapering bill.
6. Usually grey tarsi, feet and claws.
7. Active tail movements.
8. Distinctive, frequently uttered 'thik' contact- and feeding-call.
9. Frequently adopted banana posture'.
It can be separated from most individuals of the main confusion species if
special attention is paid to the following details:
MARSH WARBLER A. palustris: bill colour and shape; creamy underparts
coloration; long primary projection; pale-fringed tertials and primary tips;
dark alula; pale tarsi, toes and claws; call; postures.
WESTERN REED WARBLER A. scirpaceus scirpaceus: upperparts and underparts
coloration; supercilium shape; primary projection; pale-fringed tertials;
call.
EASTERN REED WARBLER A. s. fuscus: upperparts coloration; pale-fringed
tertials; primary projection; call.
There will, however, always be difficult individuals, particularly silent,
first-winter birds showing an unusual amount of rufous. In our view, some
such individuals may not be identifiable in the field, but the majority, given
good views, should be.
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Final request
Further good-quality photographs of the species dealt with in this paper
will be greatly welcomed; we hope that it may be possible to reproduce a
selection in British Birds at a future date. Prints and transparencies should
be sent to the editorial address.
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